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IML FISTA: Inexact MuLtilevel FISTA for Image Restoration ∗

Guillaume Lauga† , Elisa Riccietti† , Nelly Pustelnik‡ , and Paulo Gonçalves†

Abstract. This paper presents IML FISTA, a multilevel inertial and inexact forward-backward algorithm, based
on the use of the Moreau envelope to build efficient and useful coarse corrections. Such construction
is provided for a broad class of composite optimization problems with proximable functions. This
approach is supported by strong theoretical guarantees: we prove both the rate of convergence and
the convergence of the iterates to a minimum in the convex case, an important result for ill-posed
problems. We evaluate our approach on several image reconstruction problems and we show that it
considerably accelerates the convergence of classical methods such as FISTA, for large-scale images.
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1. Introduction. Many problems in signal and image processing involve minimising a sum
of a data fidelity and a regularization term. In this article we put emphasis on problems that
are generally written as:

(1.1) x̂ ∈ Argmin
x∈RN

F (x) := f(Ax) + g(Dx)

where f : RM → (−∞,+∞] and g : RK → (−∞,+∞] belong to the class of convex, lower
semi-continuous (l.s.c), and proper functions on RM (resp. RK) and A : RN → RM , D :
RN → RK are linear operators. Moreover, f is assumed to be differentiable with Lf -Lipschitz
gradient, while g is usually non-smooth. F is supposed to be coercive.

In the context of image restoration, we aim to recover a good quality image x̂ from a
corrupted version z = Ax̄ + ε of an original image x̄, where A models a linear degradation
operator and ε stands for additive noise. This problem is known to be ill-posed, and is
generally tackled by solving a regularized least squares problem of the form (1.1), where
the regularization function g allows us to choose the properties one wishes to impose on the
solution.

Many iterative algorithms have been proposed in the literature to estimate x̂ (cf. for
instance [15,21,23,46] and references therein). Most of them are based on the use of proximal
methods, as g is non differentiable, and they all share the same weakness: the required
computational time for the reconstruction explodes with the size of the problem. This is
particularly critical when the proximity operator of g ◦D cannot be computed explicitly, as it
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is the case when g ◦D encodes a total variation [11] or a non-local total variation [17]. Indeed,
for these two state-of-the-art regularizations, the proximity operator of g ◦D can be estimated
by an iterative procedure in the dual (cf. [4]), which considerably increases the cost of the
optimization. Many methods circumvent this dual optimization by directly introducing dual
steps paired with primal steps to reach a minimizer [7, 14, 22], but their cost for large-scale
problems remains high. The already challenging task of designing algorithms that can handle
large-scale problems turns even harder when inexact proximity operators are to be dealt with.

Various attempts have been made to accelerate the resolution of standard convex op-
timization problems, i.e., to decrease the number of necessary iterations to reach conver-
gence. Among the most efficient methods, the fast iterative soft thresholding algorithm
(FISTA) [5, 12], is based on an inertial/Nesterov principle that we propose to recall in a
more general context, writing the optimization problem as follows:

(1.2) minimize
x∈RN

L(x) +R(x),

where L (resp. R) shares the same properties as f (resp. g). Problem (1.2) naturally
encompasses Problem (1.1), and the k−th iteration of FISTA reads for every k = 0, 1, . . . as:

xk+1 = proxτkR(yk − τk∇L(yk))(1.3)

yk+1 = xk+1 + αk(xk+1 − xk)(1.4)

where τk > 0 and αk = tk−1
tk+1

. In particular, tk = 1 for all k ∈ N corresponds to the classical

forward-backward (FB) algorithm for which yk+1 = xk+1. More generally, the sequence
{tk}k∈N can be chosen in different ways, yielding different variants of FISTA, but it must
verify the general condition tk − t2k+1 + tk+1 > 0 to guarantee ergodic convergence (i.e.,
convergence of the objective function to the optimal value). A common practice is to choose

t0 = 1 and tk =
(
k+a−1
a

)d
for all k ∈ N∗, with d ∈ (0, 1] and a > max{1, (2d)

1
d } [2, Definition

3.1]. This choice ensures convergence of the objective function with rate o(1/k(2d)) and, under
mild conditions [2], weak convergence of the iterates to a minimizer. Here the parameter d
defines a continuous way to go from a standard FB to FISTA by steadily adding inertia. We
will restrict ourselves to this specific choice in the following.

To go further with acceleration techniques, we aim to use the structure of these optimiza-
tion problems to reduce both the number of iterations needed to converge and the computation
time through some dimensionality reduction techniques. This is a recurring idea in a lot of al-
gorithms proposed in the literature considering either stochastic block selection [13,27,30,50]
or subspace methods [18, 19]. Specifically here, we seek to combine inertial techniques with
multilevel approaches that exploit different resolutions of the same problem. In such methods
the objective function is approximated by a sequence of functions defined on reduced dimen-
sional spaces (coarse scales) and descent steps are calculated at coarse levels with smaller cost
before being transfered back to the fine level. Our goal is to embed such coarse correction
into the descent step computed at fine level in (1.3) before computing the approximation of
the proximity operator to benefit from both types of acceleration: inertial and multilevel.

Multilevel approaches have been mainly studied for the resolution of partial differential
equations (PDEs), in which f and g are both supposed to be differentiable [9,32,45]. Indeed,
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most of the multilevel algorithms are based on the seminal work of Nash [45] and are applied
to smooth objective functions minimized by first order methods. They have been employed
in many applications, such as photoacoustic tomography [38], discrete tomography [48] and
phase retrieval [31]. They have been also extended to second (or higher) order optimization
in [10,32,36].

Only recently this idea has been extended in [37,47] to define multilevel forward-backward
algorithms applicable to problem (1.2) in the case where R is non differentiable and its prox-
imity operator is known in closed form expression. In the experiments of [47], the framework
is restricted to R = ‖W · ‖1 with W an orthogonal wavelet transform in the context of image
restoration and restricted to R = ‖ · ‖1 in the case of face recognition [37]. These works were
the first attempts to introduce multilevel methods in non-smooth optimization and they intro-
duced key concepts such as the smoothing of R to obtain first order coherence between levels.
Similar ideas have been proposed in [1] with adaptive restriction operators. This method
requires strong convexity assumption on f to benefit of additional convergence properties.

In our previous works, based on similar concepts, we proposed a multilevel forward-
backward algorithm [41] and a multilevel FISTA [40], both with stronger convergence guaran-
tees than the one proposed in [1,37,47], e.g., the convergence to a minimizer of the objective
function. Our results do not require strong convexity assumption.

Here, we extend our algorithmic procedure and its associated convergence guarantees to
the more general case where the proximity operator of R is not necessarily known in explicit
form. To take into account the inexact computation of the proximity operator, we replace the
forward-backward step in Equation (1.3) by:

(1.5) (∀x ∈ RN ) Tε
i(x) ≈i,ε proxτR (x− τ∇L(x))

for some step-size τ > 0. In this expression, the index i = {0, 1, 2} will refer to one of the
three types of approximation that we will consider hereafter and ε corresponds to the induced
approximation error [2]. Accordingly, the inexact and inertial forward-backward iterate reads:

xk+1 = Tεk
i (yk),(1.6)

yk+1 = xk+1 + αk(xk+1 − xk).(1.7)

By injecting coarse corrections into the iterative scheme (1.6)-(1.7), we propose a family of
multilevel inertial methods that we call IML FISTA for Inexact MultiLevel FISTA. It provides
a multilevel extension of inertial strategies such as FISTA [2, 5], fully adaptable to solve all
problems of the form (1.2): whether the proximity operator of R is known in an explicit form,
or whether its approximation requires the solution of a subproblem at each iteration. Our
approach relies on the Moreau envelope, which in many cases can be easily derived to define
smooth coarse approximations of R. Furthermore, we show that under mild assumptions, the
convergence guarantees of inertial forward-backward algorithms [2] hold also for IML FISTA.
In particular, this is true for the convergence of the iterates, an important result for ill-posed
problems. To the best of our knowledge, this result was never established for multilevel,
inertial, and inexact proximal methods.

In addition, we propose a detailed version of the algorithm to solve Problem (1.1), specif-
ically designed for image restoration. Notably, we discuss the construction of coarse models
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and of information transfer operators that have good properties for image deblurring and
image inpainting problems.

Contributions and organization of the article.
• In Section 2, we develop the first multilevel framework for inertial and inexact forward-

backward for the resolution of Problem (1.2), which encompasses other multilevel
methods previously proposed in the literature. We carry out the associated conver-
gence analysis of the iterates and of the objective function.
• In Section 3, the proposed algorithm is specifically adapted to image restoration prob-

lems of the form (1.1), when the proximity operator of g ◦D is not necessarily known
in closed form. In addition, we focus on the design of transfer operators for image
reconstruction problems, considering wavelet based architectures.
• Extensive numerical experiments are performed in Section 4, to compare the perfor-

mances of IML FISTA versus FISTA on image reconstruction problems.

2. Multilevel, Inexact and Inertial algorithm. This first section focuses on the minimiza-
tion of Problem (1.2) to present the proposed IML FISTA in the most general context. As
in classical multilevel schemes for smooth optimization, our framework exploits a hierarchy
of objective functions, representative of F at different levels (scales or resolutions), and alter-
nates minimization among these objective functions. The basic idea is to compute cheaper
refinements at coarse resolution, which after prolongation to the fine levels, are used to update
the current iterate.

2.1. IML FISTA Algorithm. Without loss of generality and for the sake of clarity, we
consider the two-level case: we index by h (resp. H) all quantities defined at the fine (resp.
coarse) level. We thus define Fh := F : RNh → (−∞,+∞] the objective function at the
fine level where Nh = N , such that Fh = Lh + Rh with Lh := L and Rh := R. We asso-
ciate this objective function at fine level with its coarse level approximation which we denote
FH : RNH → (−∞,+∞], with NH < Nh, and in which LH , RH are lower dimensional approx-
imations of L and R.

One standard step of our algorithm can be summarized by the following three instructions:

ȳh,k = ML(yh,k),(2.1)

xh,k+1 = T
εh,k
i (ȳh,k),(2.2)

yh,k+1 = xh,k+1 + αh,k(xh,k+1 − xh,k)(2.3)

which are developped in detail in Algorithm 2.1, and where ML encompasses Steps 3 to 11.
Given the current iterate yh,k at fine level, we can decide to update it either by a standard fine
step, combining Steps 10 and 12-14 of the algorithm or by performing iterations at the coarse
level (cf. steps 5-8) followed by a standard fine step (cf. 12-14). A particular attention needs
to be paid to steps 5-8, which produce a coarse correction that is used to define an intermediate
fine iterate ȳh,k. The coarse correction is used to update the auxiliary variable yh,k and not xh,k
directly (see Equations (2.2) and (2.3)). Thus, to obtain this coarse correction, the current
iterate yh,k is projected to the coarse level thanks to a projection operator IHh , and it is used
as the initialisation for the minimization of the coarse approximation FH , which generates a
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Algorithm 2.1 IML FISTA

1: Set xh,0, yh,0 ∈ RN , th,0 = 1
2: while Stopping criterion is not met do
3: if Descent condition and r < p then
4: r = r + 1,
5: sH,k,0 = IHh yh,k Projection
6: sH,k,m = ΦH,m−1 ◦ .. ◦ ΦH,0(sH,k,0) Coarse minimization
7: Set τ̄h,k > 0,
8: ȳh,k = yh,k + τ̄h,kI

h
H (sH,k,m − sH,k,0) Coarse step update whose size is set by τ̄h,k

9: else
10: ȳh,k = yh,k
11: end if
12: xh,k+1 = T

εh,k
i (ȳh,k) forward-backward step

13: th,k+1 =
(
k+a
a

)d
, αh,k =

th,k−1
th,k+1

14: yh,k+1 = xh,k+1 + αh,k(xh,k+1 − xh,k). Inertial step
15: end while

sequence (sH,k,`)`∈N, where k represents the current iteration at the fine level and ` indexes
the iterations at the coarse level. This sequence is defined by sH,k,`+1 = ΦH,`(sH,k,`), with
ΦH,` any operator such that FH(sH,k,m) ≤ FH(sH,k,0) for some m > 0. While this operator
has to implicitly adapt to the current step k, its general construction does not depend on k.
After m iterations at the coarse level we obtain a coarse direction sH,k,m− sH,k,0, prolongated
at the fine level to update yh,k.

A multilevel scheme requires transferring information from one level to an other. To do
so, we define two transfer information operators: a linear operator IHh : RNh → RNH referred
to as the restriction operator that sends information from the fine level to the coarse level,
and reciprocally IhH : RNH → RNh , the prolongation operator that sends information from the
coarse level back to the fine level.

The central point of multilevel approaches is to ensure that the correction term sH,k,m −
sH,k,0, after prolongation from the coarse to the fine level, leads to a decrease of Fh. For this,
particular care must be taken in the selection of the following elements:

(i) the coarse model FH ,
(ii) the minimization scheme ΦH,·,
(iii) the information transfer operators IHh and IhH .

We detail these choices in the following subsections.

2.1.1. Coarse model FH . In our algorithm the construction of coarse functions relies on
smoothing the non differentiable Rh [6] to maintain fidelity with the fine model, and at the
same time impose desirable properties to the coarse model.

As demonstrated in [40, 41], smoothing is a natural choice to extend ideas coming from
the classical smooth case [33] to multilevel proximal gradient methods. We take the ideas
originally proposed in [37,47], and develop them further in the present contribution.

Definition 2.1. (Smoothed convex function [6, Definition 2.1]) Let R be a convex, l.s.c.,
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and proper function on RN . For every γ > 0 Rγ is a smoothed convex function if there exist
scalars η1, η2 satisfying η1 + η2 > 0 such that the following holds:

(2.4) (∀y ∈ RN ) Rγ(y)− η1γ ≤ R(y) ≤ Rγ(y) + η2γ.

Such smoothed convex functions exist if the smoothing is done according to the principles
developed in [6] where the sum η1 + η2 depends on R and on the type of smoothing.

Definition 2.2. (Coarse model FH for non-smooth functions.) The coarse model FH is
defined for the point yh ∈ RNh as:

(2.5) FH = LH +RH,γH + 〈vH , ·〉,

where

vH = IHh (∇Lh(yh) +∇Rh,γh(yh))− (∇LH(IHh yh) +∇RH,γH (IHh yh)).(2.6)

Rh,γh and RH,γH are smoothed versions of Rh and RH respectively, and they verify Definition
2.1 with smoothing parameters γh > 0 and γH > 0.

Adding the linear term 〈vH , ·〉 to LH +RH,γH allows to impose the so-called first order coher-
ence recalled in Definition 2.4 below.

Remark 2.3. Note that if Rh and RH are smooth by design, one can simply replace RH,γH
and Rh,γh by RH and Rh. The construction stays otherwise the same. Thus one can still use
our multilevel proximal algorithm with smooth functions.

Definition 2.4. (First order coherence [37, 45, 47]). The first order coherence between the
smoothed version of the objective function Fh at the fine level and the coarse level objective
function FH is verified in a neighbourhood of yh if the following equality holds:

(2.7) ∇FH(IHh yh) = IHh ∇ (Lh +Rh,γh) (yh).

Lemma 2.5. If FH is given by Definition 2.2, it necessarily verifies the first order coherence
(Definition 2.4).

Proof. Considering the gradient of the coarse model FH and combining it with the defi-
nition of vH in Equation (2.6), yields

∇FH(IHh yh) = ∇LH(IHh yh) +∇RH,γH (IHh yh) + vH ,

= IHh (∇Lh(yh) +∇Rh,γh(yh)) .
(2.8)

This condition ensures that, in the neighbourhood of the current iterates yh = yh,k and
IHh yh,k = sH,k,0, smoothed version of the fine and of the coarse level objective functions are
coherent up to order one [47].

Figure 1 illustrates the effect of the first order coherence on the alignment of the gradients
of smooth objective functions at fine and coarse levels.
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<latexit sha1_base64="bDodWB3QaGszTukKTk1CDMcQ38s=">AAACzHicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkUQlJJIUZdFN66kgn1ILSVJpzU0LyYToZRu/QG3+l3iH+hfeGecglpEJyQ5c+49Z+be6yaBnwrLes0Zc/MLi0v55cLK6tr6RnFzq5HGGfdY3YuDmLdcJ2WBH7G68EXAWglnTugGrOkOz2W8ec946sfRtRglrBM6g8jv+54jiLoZdcd3h8MDe9ItlqyypZY5C2wNStCrFhdfcIseYnjIEIIhgiAcwEFKTxs2LCTEdTAmjhPyVZxhggJpM8pilOEQO6TvgHZtzUa0l56pUnt0SkAvJ6WJPdLElMcJy9NMFc+Us2R/8x4rT3m3Ef1d7RUSK3BH7F+6aeZ/dbIWgT5OVQ0+1ZQoRlbnaZdMdUXe3PxSlSCHhDiJexTnhD2lnPbZVJpU1S5766j4m8qUrNx7OjfDu7wlDdj+Oc5Z0Dgq28flylWlVD3To85jB7vYp3meoIoL1FAn7xCPeMKzcWkIY2xMPlONnNZs49syHj4AE52SiQ==</latexit>yh,k+1

<latexit sha1_base64="n/Z1HuF/H33YSX32ae7sKxCwBmA=">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</latexit>

r(fh + gh)(yh,k)

<latexit sha1_base64="kzknjkcQCXxl+DEClQOran3HHRI=">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</latexit>

r(fH + gH)(xH,k,0)

<latexit sha1_base64="G0SLOV3LtTdwxkCqAistg/rk0Aw=">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</latexit>

r(fH + gH)(xH,k,0) + vH

<latexit sha1_base64="FnVpYSOer9u85wGDrvMlP6/P/ko=">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</latexit>

h

<latexit sha1_base64="q9XOo3qRuyjYkGkhVc6SiRGhfng=">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</latexit>

H
<latexit sha1_base64="2EDNE5HUXTLUjHYdt8NBOwjSndY=">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</latexit>

fH + gH + hvH , ·i

Figure 1: Illustration of the first order coherence between the two smooth functions fh + gh
and fH + gH . Left lower part: Without first order coherence, points minimizing fH + gH do
not necessarily minimize fh + gh. Right lower part: First order coherence rotates the graph
of fH + gH around sH,k,0 so that minimizing fH + gH also entails minimizing fh + gh.

2.1.2. Choice of coarse iterations. The operators ΦH,• aim to build a sequence producing
a sufficient decrease of FH after m iterations.

Definition 2.6. (Coarse model decrease) Let (ΦH,`)`∈N be a sequence of operators such that
there exists an integer m > 0 that guarantees that if sH,m = ΦH,m−1 ◦ . . . ◦ ΦH,0(sH,0) then
FH(sH,m) ≤ FH(sH,0). Moreover, sH,m − sH,0 is bounded.

Some typical choices for ΦH,` are the gradient descent step, inertial gradient descent step,
forward-backward step or inertial forward-backward step (see [40] for a comparison of these
operators in a multilevel context - the choice depends on the intensity of degradation for image
reconstruction problems). These operators guarantee that sH,m− sH,0 is a bounded (through
convergence of the sequence [2]) descent direction for FH .

2.1.3. Construction of information transfer operators. Going from one level to the other
requires several information transfers. For this purpose we use the following classical definition.

Definition 2.7. The two operators IHh : RNh → RNH and IhH : RNH → RNh are coherent
information transfer (CIT) operators, if there exists ν > 0 such that:

(2.9) IhH = ν(IHh )T .

There exists numerous ways to construct CIT operators. The most standard one for multilevel
methods is the dyadic decimated weighted operator [8], which, in the particular case of squared
grids of size

√
Nh ×

√
Nh and

√
NH ×

√
NH at fine and coarse level respectively, and for
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NH = Nh/4 corresponding to a decimation factor of 2 along rows and columns, reads:
(2.10)

IHh =
1

16


2 1 0 . . . 0
0 1 2 1 0 . . . 0
...

. . .
. . . 0

0 . . . 0 1 2 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

√
Nh/2×

√
Nh

⊗


2 1 0 . . . 0
0 1 2 1 0 . . . 0
...

. . .
. . . 0

0 . . . 0 1 2 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

√
Nh/2×

√
Nh

∈ RNH×Nh .

The pair (IHh , IhH) provides a simple and intuitive way to transfer information back and forth
between fine and coarse scales, by means of linear B-spline interpolation. Other operators of
the form of (2.10) corresponding to higher order interpolation have been proposed in [25] and
are commonly used in multigrid methods for solving PDEs [26]. The literature on transfer
operators being much more developed in the context of PDEs, it gives a rich starting point
for multilevel optimization algorithms. In particular, the authors of [34] introduced a learning
framework to optimize multigrid PDEs solvers that pay great attention to the properties of
the information transfer operators.

2.1.4. Fine model minimization with multilevel steps. With the previous definitions
of FH , ΦH,• and IHh , the following lemmas prove that minimization at the coarse level also
induces a descent direction at the fine level.

Lemma 2.8. (Descent direction for the fine level smoothed function). Let us assume that
IHh and IhH are CIT operators and that FH satisfies Definition 2.2. and ΦH,• verifies Definition
2.6. Then, IhH(sH,m − sH,0) is a descent direction for Lh +Rh,γh.

Proof. Set yh ∈ RNh and let us define pH := sH,m − sH,0. Recall that sH,0 = IHh yh. From
the definition of descent direction we have that:

〈pH ,∇FH(sH,0)〉 ≤ 0.

By the first order coherence and imposing IHh = ν
(
IhH
)T

we obtain

〈pH ,∇FH(sH,0)〉 = 〈pH , IHh ∇(Lh +Rh,γh)(yh)〉 = ν〈IhH(pH),∇(Lh +Rh,γh)(yh)〉 ≤ 0.

We can now go a step further and derive a bound on the decrease of the (non-smooth) objective
function at the fine level Fh := Lh + Rh. Following [37, 47], we search a proper step size τ̄h
that avoids “too” big corrections from the coarse level by guaranteeing that:

(2.11) (Lh +Rh,γh)(yh + τ̄hI
h
H(sH,m − sH,0)) ≤ (Lh +Rh,γh)(yh).

Lemma 2.9. (Fine level decrease). If the assumptions of Lemma 2.8 hold, the iterations of
Algorithm 2.1 ensure:

(2.12) Fh(yh + τ̄ IhH(sH,m − sH,0)) ≤ Fh(yh) + (η1 + η2)γh.
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Proof. This directly comes from the definition of a smoothed convex function (Definition
2.1). If there exists a value of τ̄h satisfying Equation (2.11), we have:

Fh(yh + τ̄hI
h
H(sH,m − sH,0)) ≤ (Lh +Rh,γh)(yh + τ̄hI

h
H(sH,m − sH,0)) + η2γh

≤ (Lh +Rh,γh)(yh) + η2γh

≤ Fh(yh) + (η1 + η2)γh.

(2.13)

This result shows that a coarse level minimization step, leads to a decrease of Fh, up to a
constant (η1 + η2)γh that can be made arbitrarily small by driving γh to zero.

This type of result is commonly found in the literature of multilevel algorithms [37,40,41,
47] but is not sufficient to guarantee the convergence of the generated sequence. In the next
section we derive stronger convergence guarantees.

2.2. Convergence of the iterates. In order to obtain the convergence of the iterates to
a minimizer of F = Fh and the rate of convergence of the objective function, we need to take
into account two types of inexactness in the computation of an iterate: one on the proximity
operator of Rh and one on the gradient of Lh. The error on the gradient will allow us to
compute coarse corrections with our multilevel framework, while the error on the proximity
operator will allow us to consider approximation of proximity operators whose closed form is
unknown.

The goal of this section is to show that an iteration of our algorithm (Steps 12-14 in
Algorithm 2.1) can be reformulated as:

xh,k+1 '
εh,k
i proxτhRh

(yh,k − τh∇Lh (yh,k) + eh,k) ,

yh,k+1 = xh,k+1 + αh,k(xh,k+1 − xh,k),
(2.14)

where we introduce eh,k to model uncertainties on the gradient step due to the multilevel
corrections and the pair (i, εh,k) introduced in (1.5), to designate the type and the accuracy
of the proximity operator approximation. Such rewriting allows us to fit in the framework de-
scribed by the authors of [2] to define an over-relaxed (inexact and inertial) forward-backward
algorithm.

Inexactness due to coarse corrections. As presented in the algorithm, a coarse correction
is inserted before a typical fine level step. We can see this coarse correction as some kind of
error on the gradient of Lh. In a typical multilevel step, at the fine level (cf. Steps 12 and 8
of Algorithm 2.1), the update would take the form:

xh,k+1 '
εh,k
i proxτhRh

(ȳh,k − τh∇Lh (ȳh,k)) ,(2.15)

with

(2.16) ȳh,k = yh,k + τ̄h,kI
h
H(sH,k,m − sH,k,0).

We now present the following lemma that provides a bound on this update term.
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Lemma 2.10. (Coarse corrections are finite) Let βh and βH be the Lipschitz constants
of Lh and LH , respectively. Assume that we compute at most p coarse corrections. Let
τh, τH ∈ (0,+∞) be the step sizes taken at fine and coarse levels, respectively. Assume that
τH < β−1H and that τh < β−1h and denote τ̄h = supk τ̄h,k. Then the sequence (eh,k)k∈N in RNh

generated by Algorithm 2.1 is defined as:

(2.17) eh,k = τh

(
∇Lh(yh,k)−∇Lh(ȳh,k) + (τh)−1τ̄h,kI

h
H(sH,k,m − sH,k,0)

)
if a coarse correction has been computed, and eh,k = 0 otherwise. This sequence is such that∑

k∈N k‖eh,k‖ < +∞.

Proof. We are not concerned with the proximity operator (backward step) in Equation
(2.15) so we focus on the forward step. Considering ∇Lh (ȳh,k) = ∇Lh (ȳh,k) −∇Lh (yh,k) +
∇Lh (yh,k) and ȳh,k = ȳh,k + yh,k − yh,k, the forward step can be rewritten as:

ȳh,k − τh∇Lh(ȳh,k) = yh,k − τh∇Lh(yh,k)

+ τh

(
∇Lh(yh,k)−∇Lh(ȳh,k) +

1

τh
(ȳh,k − yh,k)

)
.

(2.18)

And so, each time a multilevel step is performed, it induces at iteration k, an error that reads:

eh,k = τh

(
∇Lh(yh,k)−∇Lh(ȳh,k) + (τh)−1τ̄h,kI

h
H(sH,k,m − sH,k,0)

)
.

Now, assuming that we use inertial inexact proximal gradient steps at the coarse level, the
corresponding minimization verifies Definition 2.6 on the decrease of FH and produces bounded
sequences if constructed according to the rules of [2, Definition 3.1, Theorem 4.1] as the
sequences (sH,k,`)k∈N,`∈N∗ converge. The sequence (eh,k)k∈N has at most p non zero terms,
which we show are bounded:

τ−1h ‖eh,k‖ = ‖∇Lh(yh,k)−∇Lh(ȳh,k) + (τh)−1τ̄hI
h
H(sH,k,m − sH,k,0)‖(2.19)

≤ βhτ̄h‖IhH(sH,k,m − sH,k,0)‖+ (τh)−1τ̄h‖IhH(sH,k,m − sH,k,0)‖(2.20)

≤ τ̄h
(
βh +

1

τh

)
‖IhH(sH,k,m − sH,k,0)‖.(2.21)

The second inequality is deduced from the fact that Lh has a βh-Lipschitz gradient and that
ȳh,k − yh,k = τ̄h,kI

h
H(sH,k,m− sH,k,0). Finally using that (‖sH,k,0− sH,k,m‖)k∈N is bounded, we

have:

τ−1h ‖eh,k‖ ≤ τ̄h
(
βh +

1

τh

)
sup
k∈N
‖IhH(sH,k,m − sH,k,0)‖ < +∞(2.22)

which concludes the proof.

Inexactness due to approximation of the proximity operator. To account for inexactness in
the proximity operator computation, one needs to enlarge the notion of subdifferential through
the following definition [2]:
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Definition 2.11. (ε-subdifferential) The ε-subdifferential of R at z ∈ dom R is defined as:

(2.23) ∂εR(z) = {y ∈ RN | R(x) ≥ R(z) + 〈x− z, y〉 − ε,∀x ∈ RN}.

Based on this definition, three different types of approximations of proximity operators were
proposed.

Definition 2.12. (Type 0 approximation [20]). We say that z ∈ RN is a type 0 approxima-
tion of proxγR(y) with precision ε, and we write z '0 proxγR(y), if and only if:

(2.24) ‖z − proxγR(y)‖ ≤
√

2γε.

Definition 2.13. (Type 1 approximation [52]). We say that z ∈ RN is a type 1 approxima-
tion of proxγR(y) with precision ε, and we write z '1 proxγR(y), if and only if:

(2.25) 0 ∈ ∂ε
(
R(z) +

1

2γ
‖z − y‖2

)
.

Definition 2.14. ( Type 2 approximation [52]). We say that z ∈ RN is a type 2 approxima-
tion of proxγR(y) with precision ε, and we write z '2 proxγR(y), if and only if:

(2.26)
y − z
γ
∈ ∂εR(z).

Approximation of type 2 implies approximation of type 1 [2, 52] and under some conditions
discussed in [52], approximation of type 0 implies approximation of type 2.

When these approximations are used in forward-backward-based algorithms, convergence
guarantees are known from the literature: approximations of type 1 and 2 are covered by [2]
for inertial versions of the forward-backward algorithm, while the type 0 approximation is
treated in [20] only for the forward-backward algorithm. Typical cases of image restoration,
where dual optimization is used, are based on approximations of type 2 (see Section 3).

The type of chosen approximation defines how the sequence (εh,k)k∈N will be summable
against k2d and thus, it does not depend on the multilevel framework.

Convergence of Algorithm 2.1. We now discuss the convergence of our algorithm for the
three types of approximation of the proximity operator.

We first consider a standard inexact forward-backward with a finite number of multilevel
coarse corrections.

Theorem 2.15 (Approximation of Type 0). Let us suppose in Algorithm 2.1 that ∀k ∈
N∗, αh,k = 0 at step 14, that the assumptions of Lemma 2.10 hold, and that the sequence
(εh,k)k∈N is such that

∑
k∈N

√
‖εh,k‖ < +∞. Set xh,0 ∈ RNh and choosing approximation of

Type 0, the sequence (xh,k)k∈N converges to a minimizer of Fh.

Proof. The proof stems from Theorem 3.4 in [20] applied to the defined sequence.

Theorem 2.16 (Approximations of Type 1 and Type 2). Let us suppose in Algorithm 2.1,

that ∀k ∈ N∗, th,k+1 =
(
k+a
a

)d
, with (a, d) satisfying the conditions in [2, Definition 3.1], and

that the assumptions of Lemma 2.10 hold. Moreover, if we assume that:
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<latexit sha1_base64="AnTm9q23UvEC9cmhppQOd7PcKQ4=">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</latexit> {

<latexit sha1_base64="XuKjJWwERzgbUTrSAU1ZdX7jhRU=">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</latexit>

m iterations

<latexit sha1_base64="gTBOM/l066FZp2ZY8B89uNZcwvk=">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</latexit>

J

<latexit sha1_base64="iZJy6fJ3IUhKS5J7ozMepYLsn38=">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</latexit>

J � 1

<latexit sha1_base64="4RTD2PMYIOIxz8WsKuo9P/z8NAg=">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</latexit>

J � 2

<latexit sha1_base64="q6C5ziGKufZVHM11WDwEKaztZKY=">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</latexit>

J � 3

<latexit sha1_base64="AnTm9q23UvEC9cmhppQOd7PcKQ4=">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</latexit> {
<latexit sha1_base64="AnTm9q23UvEC9cmhppQOd7PcKQ4=">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</latexit> {

<latexit sha1_base64="AnTm9q23UvEC9cmhppQOd7PcKQ4=">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</latexit>

{ <latexit sha1_base64="AnTm9q23UvEC9cmhppQOd7PcKQ4=">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</latexit>

{ <latexit sha1_base64="AnTm9q23UvEC9cmhppQOd7PcKQ4=">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</latexit>

{
<latexit sha1_base64="7g6dYqROAuTzgCJ2hZ2hjMrtLbs=">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</latexit>

m� 1 iterations

<latexit sha1_base64="7g6dYqROAuTzgCJ2hZ2hjMrtLbs=">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</latexit>

m� 1 iterations
<latexit sha1_base64="v6wK6xRzWBIQlGu925u1gIzijBw=">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</latexit>

1 iteration

<latexit sha1_base64="v6wK6xRzWBIQlGu925u1gIzijBw=">AAAC2HicjVHLSsNAFD3Gd31Vu3QTLIKrkoioS9GNSwX7wFYkGad1MMmEyUQsRXAnbv0Bt/pF4h/oX3hnjKAW0QlJzpx7z5m594ZpJDLteS8jzujY+MTk1HRpZnZufqG8uNTIZK4YrzMZSdUKg4xHIuF1LXTEW6niQRxGvBle7Jl485KrTMjkSPdTfhIHvUR0BQs0Uafliu924lBeDVyhubLk9Wm56tU8u9xh4BegimIdyPIzOjiDBEOOGBwJNOEIATJ62vDhISXuBAPiFCFh4xzXKJE2pyxOGQGxF/Tt0a5dsAntjWdm1YxOiehVpHSxShpJeYqwOc218dw6G/Y374H1NHfr0z8svGJiNc6J/Uv3mflfnalFo4ttW4OgmlLLmOpY4ZLbrpibu1+q0uSQEmfwGcUVYWaVn312rSaztZveBjb+ajMNa/asyM3xZm5JA/Z/jnMYNNZr/mZt43CjurNbjHoKy1jBGs1zCzvYxwHq5N3HAx7x5Bw7N86tc/eR6owUmgq+Lef+HRlWlz0=</latexit>

1 iteration

<latexit sha1_base64="v6wK6xRzWBIQlGu925u1gIzijBw=">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</latexit>

1 iteration

Figure 2: Scheme of a typical V-cycle for a multilevel algorithm with 4 levels and 3 coarse
levels. When we use p times the coarse model, we repeat p times this V-cycle scheme.

∑+∞
k=1 k

d√εh,k < +∞ in the case of Type 1 approximation (i = 1),∑+∞
k=1 k

2dεh,k < +∞ in the case of Type 2 approximation (i = 2),
then, we have that:

- The sequence (k2d (Fh(xh,k)− Fh(x∗)))k∈N belongs to `∞(N).
- The sequence (xh,k)k∈N converges to a minimizer of Fh.

Proof. We combine [2, Theorem 3.5, 4.1, and Corollary 3.8] with Lemma 2.10 to prove
the desired result.

Theorem 2.15 and 2.16 generalize convergence results previously obtained in [40, Theorem 1].
When εh,k = 0 for all k, we recover the convergence result obtained in [41, Theorem 1] for
exact proximity operators.

2.3. Extension to the multilevel case. Extending these convergence results to more than
two levels is straightforward. If the algorithm is used on J levels, we just have to apply the
analysis derived above to each pair of consecutive levels. Then, recursively, showing that the
coarsest level produces a bounded coarse correction will ensure that the upper finer level will
converge to one of its minimizers, producing in turn a bounded coarse correction for the next
upper finer level, and so on.

Defining the coarse cycles. We use the following notation for the multilevel schemes. If
the dimension of the problem at fine level is Nh = (2J)2, following the classical wavelet
nomenclature, we index with J the finest level. So, for an image of size 1024× 1024, J = 10.
The coarse levels are then associated to J − 1, J − 2, J − 3, etc. We use V-cycles [8], as
depicted in Figure 2.

3. IML FISTA for image reconstruction. In this section we adapt our Inexact MultiLevel
FISTA to image reconstruction problems such as Problem (1.1). We present our problem in a
multilevel context, then we propose CIT operators designed for image reconstruction problems
and we derive the construction of a good coarse model through a specific choice of smoothing.
Finally, we detail the computation of the proximity operator of gh ◦Dh.
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3.1. Definition of the problem at fine level. Let us express Problem (1.1) in multilevel
notations:

(3.1) x̂ ∈ Argmin
xh∈RNh

Fh(x) := fh(Ahxh) + gh(Dhxh)

with Ah ∈ RMh×Nh and Dh ∈ R(Nh×K̃)×Nh (K̃,Mh > 0). The parameter K̃ expresses the fact
that operator Dh can map xh to a higher dimensional space, e.g. K̃ = 2 for Total Variation
penalization. In this expression, xh =

(
xih
)
1≤i≤Nh

is the vectorized version of an image Xh of
Nh,r rows andNh,c columns, and where each pixel corresponds to a vector of C ≥ 1 components
(e.g. C = 3 for the RGB bands of a color image), which thus gives Nh = Nh,r × Nh,c × C.
In the following, as the operators we present apply separately to each channel, for the sake
of clarity and without loss of generality, we present their construction for grayscale images
corresponding to C = 1.

3.1.1. Examples of data fidelity term fh ◦Ah.
Deblurring problem. When the degradation of the image corresponds to a blurring effect,

the operator Ah is a convolution matrix built from a two dimensional Point Spread Function
(PSF). As it is the case for Gaussian blurs, the PSF function takes often the form of a separable
kernel (horizontally and vertically) and Ah can be decomposed into a Kronecker product:

(3.2) Ah = Ah,r ⊗Ah,c

with Ah,r ∈ RNh,c×Nh,c and Ah,c ∈ RNh,r×Nh,r . From the numerical viewpoint, this Kron-
ecker decomposition is particularly efficient for processing large images, and can be easily
implemented with the HNO package [35]. Finally, as it is common in image restoration, the
data-fidelity term is a least square regression:

(3.3) (∀xh ∈ RNh) fh(Ahxh) =
1

2
‖Ahxh − zh‖22 =

1

2

Nh∑
i=1

((Ahxh)i − (zh)i)2.

Inpainting problem. When the degraded image coincides with the original image with miss-
ing pixels, the reconstruction task is called inpainting and Ah is a measurement operator that
keeps a random subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , Nh} of pixels of the image and deletes the others. Formally
Ah takes the form of a diagonal matrix with a Bernoulli random variable (zeros and ones) on
its entries, and it plays the role of a mask applied to the image xh:

(3.4) (Ahxh)i =

{
xih if i ∈ I
0 otherwise

In this case too, the data-fidelity term is a least square regression as in Equation (3.3).

Remark 3.1. Conveniently, such data-fidelity terms are separable and may be generally
expressed with a proper l.s.c. function Ψ : R→]−∞,+∞] such that:

(3.5) (∀u ∈ RMh) fh(u) :=

Mh∑
i=1

Ψ(ui).
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3.1.2. Examples of regularization term gh ◦Dh.
Total Variation. The operator Dh associated with the Total Variation (TV) computes

the first order differences between the component i of xh and its horizontal/vertical nearest
neighbours (xich , x

ir
h ) (lower/right in the image case). It is defined such that for all xh ∈ RNh ,

and for each component i ∈ {1, . . . , Nh},

(3.6) (Dhxh)i =
[
xih − x

ir
h , x

i
h − x

ic
h

]
,

with special attention to the management of border effects. Here Dhxh belongs to RNh×2

(K̃ = 2). With this definition, the classical isotropic Total Variation semi-norm [4] reads:

(3.7) gh(Dhxh) = λh

Nh∑
i=1

‖ (Dhxh)i ‖2 = λh

Nh∑
i=1

√
|xih − x

i1
h |2 + |xih − x

i2
h |2 = λh‖Dhxh‖2,1

with λh > 0.
Non-Local Total Variation. The operator Dh associated with the Non-Local Total Variation

(NLTV) extends TV to a non local neighbourhood of the current pixel i. In words, it is the
operator that computes the weighted differences between the current pixel i of an image xh
and a subset Ni of pixels localized near i.

For every xh ∈ RNh , and at each pixel i ∈ {1, . . . , Nh}, for some given weights ωi,j > 0,

(3.8) (Dhxh)i =
[
ωi,j

(
xih − x

j
h

) ]
j∈Ni

.

Here Dhxh belongs to RNh×K̃ and K̃ is the cardinality of the subset Ni. For every i ∈
{1, . . . , Nh} and j ∈ Ni, the weights ωi,j > 0 depend on the similarity (e.g., `2 norm) between
patches that are centered around components i and j of the image [17].

As for the isotropic Total Variation semi-norm, a `p (p ≥ 1) based NLTV semi-norm takes
on the form:

(3.9) gh(Dhxh) = λh

Nh∑
i=1

‖ (Dhxh)i ‖p,

with λh > 0.

Remark 3.2. (General formulation of the regularization for image reconstruction prob-
lems) As for the data fidelity term, the sums in the expressions (3.7) and (3.9) may be

expressed as separable functions. To this end, we define a proper l.s.c. function ϕ : RK̃ →
]−∞,+∞] such that, for any v = (vi)1≤i≤Nh

and vi ∈ RK̃ , we have:

(3.10) gh(v) := λh

Nh∑
i=1

ϕ(vi).

In the specific case of isotropic TV, vi is equal to
[
xih − x

i1
h xih − x

i2
h

]
and ϕ(·) = ‖ · ‖2 (cf.

(3.7)). Whereas in the case of NLTV, vi =
[
ωi,j(xih − x

j
h)
]
j∈Ni

and ϕ(·) = ‖ · ‖p (cf. (3.9)).
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Although the formulations (3.5) and (3.10) are particularly suitable for computing the
proximity operator of gh and also for approximating the proximity operator of gh ◦ Dh, the
existence of separable forms is not necessary to define our multilevel algorithm applied to
image reconstruction problems (see Section 3.4).

3.2. Information transfer for image reconstruction problems. In the context of image
reconstruction problems, we consider CIT operators that relies on wavelet bases (referred to as
wavelet CIT in the following). The idea of constructing such information transfer operators
traces back to works dedicated to image deblurring problems either based on biorthogonal
wavelets [16] or Haar and Symmlet wavelets [24, 28, 29]. Our objective is to obtain a compu-
tationally efficient coarse approximation of a vector lying in a higher resolution space, from
the approximation coefficients of its discrete wavelet transform (DWT). We impose in this
context that Nh = (Nh,r × Nh,c) = 4 × NH = (2NH,r × 2NH,c). For a generic quadrature
mirror filter q = (q1, . . . , qm) (or any filter one could think of):

IHh := (Rq,r ⊗Rq,c) ,(3.11)

where Rq,c is the decimated NH,r-by-Nh,r matrix (every other line is kept) of the Nh,r-by-Nh,r

Toeplitz matrix engendered by q as :
q1 q2 . . . qm 0 . . . 0
0 0 q1 q2 . . . . . . 0
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

0 . . . 0 0 0 q1 q2

 .

Similarly Rq,r is the decimated NH,c-by-Nh,c matrix (every other line is kept) of the Nh,c-by-
Nh,c Toeplitz matrix engendered by q. For both matrices the vector q is completed with the
right number of 0s to reach the size of Nh,r or Nh,c.

3.3. Fast coarse models for image restoration problems. A challenging numerical prob-
lem is to keep the efficiency of matrix-vector product computation at coarse level if it exists
at fine level. For instance, when considering convolutions, if the convolution matrix is ex-
pressed with a Kronecker product, such structure can be preserved with the right definition
of operators at coarse levels.

AH in the deblurring problem. Thanks to the Kronecker factorization of both Ah and IHh ,
the coarsened operator AH can be written as:

AH =
(
Rq,cAh,rR

T
q,c

)
⊗
(
Rq,rAh,cR

T
q,r

)
preserving the same computational efficiency. Thus in image restoration problems where a
separable blur is used, it is straightforward to design coarse operators (which can be computed
beforehand) that are fast for matrix-vector products while keeping fidelity to the fine level.

AH in the inpainting problem. Due to the specific diagonal form of Ah, the coarsened
inpainting operator AH simply stems from decimating the rows and the columns of Ah by a
factor 2. AH ∈ RNH×NH remains a diagonal indicator matrix of a pixel subset J ⊆ {1, . . . , NH}
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acting as a mask on the coarse image:

(AHxH)j =

{
xjH if j ∈ J
0 otherwise

Examples of operators DH . For the regularization operators, the construction is simpler.
For both TV and NLTV, we use the same hyper-parameters (maximum number of patches,
size of patches, computation of similarity between patches, etc.) for DH as for Dh. DH is thus
playing the same role as Dh but for images of size NH . For every xH ∈ RNH , and at each
pixel i ∈ {1, . . . , NH}, given some weights ωi,j > 0 we define

(3.12) (DHxH)i =
[
ωi,j

(
xiH − x

j
H

) ]
j∈Ni

.

Here DHxH belongs to RNH×K̃ .

3.4. Coarse model construction. For the coarse model it is natural in this context to
choose LH and RH as

LH = fH ◦AH , RH = gH ◦DH ,

where AH , DH are defined as described above and fH , gH are the restrictions of fh and gh to
a subspace of reduced dimension. We then have:

(∀xH ∈ RNH ), fH(AHxH) =
1

2

NH∑
i=1

((AHxH)i − (zH)i)2,

gH(DHxH) = λH

NH∑
i=1

‖(DHxH)i‖p.

Ideally, in order to speed up the computations, one would like to choose an approximation
RH whose proximity operator is known under closed form, even when Rh does not possess
this desirable property. However, we have seen in our experiments that choosing an RH not
faithful to Rh deteriorates the performance of the multilevel algorithm (for instance, when
Rh is the TV based norm, choosing a Haar wavelet based norm for RH is sub-optimal, even
though there is a link between Haar wavelet and total variation thresholdings. [39, 51]).

This motivates the construction presented in Section 2 that we adapt here to our problem:
we replace Rh and RH by their corresponding smooth Moreau envelopes, which present several
interesting properties.

Definition 3.3. (Moreau envelope). Let γ > 0 and R : RN → (−∞,+∞] a convex, lower
semi-continuous, and proper function. The Moreau envelope of R, denoted by γR, is the
convex, continuous, real-valued function defined by

(3.13) γR = inf
y∈RN

R(y) +
1

2γ
‖ · −y‖2.
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γR can be expressed explicitly with proxγR [3, Remark 12.24] as follows:

γR(x) = R(proxγR(x)) +
1

2γ
‖x− proxγR(x)‖2.

Moreover, γR is Fréchet differentiable on RN , and its gradient is γ−1-Lipschitz and such
that [3, Prop. 12.30]

(3.14) ∇(γR) = γ−1(Id− proxγR).

However, the last equation is not directly applicable because we assumed that the proximity
operator of g ◦ D had no explicit form. Therefore, instead of directly using the Moreau
envelope of R, we first compute the Moreau envelope of g and then we compose it with D.
This smoothing respects Definition 2.1 :

Lemma 3.4. γg ◦D is a smoothed convex function in the sense of Definition 2.1.

Proof. Remark that γg is a smooth convex function in the sense of Definition 2.1 [6].
By [6, Lemma 2.2], the fact that γg◦D is a smooth function applied to a linear transformation
concludes the proof.

This smooth approximation has the following interesting property:

Lemma 3.5. [43, Lemma 3.2] For any x ∈ RN , D : RN → RK and g : RK → R a convex,
l.s.c., and proper function, we have that:

(3.15) ∇ (γg ◦D) (x) = γ−1D∗
(
Dx− proxγg(Dx)

)
.

This means that an explicit form of proxγhgh is sufficient to express the gradient of γhgh(Dh·).
Accordingly, we define the following coarse model, where the first order coherence is enforced
between the two objective functions, similarly smoothed at fine and coarse levels:

Definition 3.6. A coarse model for the image restoration problem (1.1) is defined at itera-
tion k of a multilevel algorithm as:

(3.16) FH(sH) = (fH ◦AH)(sH) + (γHgH ◦DH) (sH) + 〈vH,k, sH〉,

where vH,k will be set to:

vH,k =IHh [(∇(fh ◦Ah) +∇(γhgh ◦Dh) (yh,k)]

− (∇(fH ◦AH) +∇(γHgH ◦DH))(sH,k,0).(3.17)

3.5. Computation of the proximity operator of gh◦Dh. If Dh is the projection on a tight
frame (e.g., a union of wavelets), meaning that DhD∗h = µId for a constant µ > 0 and D∗h the
adjoint of Dh, the proximity operator of gh ◦ D is expressed explicitly through the proximity
operator of gh, which is known in a large number of cases.

Otherwise, a common way of estimating the proximity operator is through the dual prob-
lem. Denoting Rh = gh ◦Dh, we have that (see for instance [42]):

(3.18) (∀x ∈ RNh) proxγRh
(x) := proxγgh◦Dh

(x) = x−D∗hû
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with:

(3.19) û ∈ arg min
u∈RK

1

2
‖D∗hu− x‖2 + γg∗h(u),

where g∗h is the convex conjugate of gh. This problem is known as the dual problem. An
approximation of û may be obtained by applying any convenient optimization method to
(3.19). For instance FISTA would yield the following sequence (choosing u0 = v0):

uk+1 =
(

Id− γproxgh/γ (·/γ)
)

((Id−DhD∗h)vk + γhDhx)(3.20)

vk+1 = (1 + αk)uk+1 − αkuk.(3.21)

where the first step is deduced from the Moreau decomposition [3]. Dual optimization is a
simple way to estimate the proximity operator while offering guarantees on the computed
approximation, as stated in the following lemma.

Proposition 3.7. (Dual optimization yields approximation of type 2) Assume that (uk)k∈N
is a minimizing sequence for the dual function in (3.19). This yields:

• A convergent sequence (x−D∗huk)k∈N to the proximity operator (3.18).
• This sequence provides a type 2 approximation of the proximity operator.

Proof. The first point comes from [52, Theorem 5.1]. Then the approximation of type 2
comes from [52, Proposition 2.2, and 2.3].

Remark 3.8. The smoothing obtained with the Moreau envelope gives the possibility to
perform exact gradient steps on FH at the coarse level, as follows:

sH,k,`+1 = ΦH,`(sH,k,`)

= sH,k,` − τH (∇(fH ◦AH)(sH,k,`) +∇(γHgH ◦DH)(sH,k,`) + vH,k)

= sH,k,` − τH
(
∇(fH ◦AH)(sH,k,`) + τ−1H D∗H

(
· − proxτHgH (·)

)
(DHsH,k,`) + vH,k

)
.

From this formulation, one can see that for each sub-iteration performed at fine level on
(3.19) by (3.20)-(3.21) to compute the proximity operator of gh ◦ Dh, one may use for the
same computational cost at least Nh/NH (factor of dimensionality reduction from fine to
coarse level) iterations at coarse level. This is a great improvement from exact proximal
methods where the computational cost of a fine level iteration could account for roughly
Nh/NH iterations at coarse level instead of Nh/NH times the number of sub-iterations here.

3.6. IML FISTA for image restoration. We can now present in details, the version of our
IML FISTA algorithm, specifically designed to address image restoration problems.

Our method is sketched in Algorithm 3.1. The step sizes for both levels can be set to a
value below the thresholds that warrant convergence (Lemma 2.10). Those thresholds depend
on the Lipschitz constants of the considered functions, which are either known explicitly or
bounded below by a linear search. As for the step size τ̄h,k, it is chosen by a linear search so
that Lemma 2.9 is verified.

To ensure the convergence of the iterates, we impose at most p calls to the FH model
(each one corresponding to a full V-cycle).We choose not to use any downscaling condition
(as they may be time-consuming to check) and we fix beforehand, the multilevel pattern in
all our experiments in Section 4.
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Algorithm 3.1 IML FISTA for image restoration

1: Input: xh,0, τh, τH , εh, γh, γH ,m, p > 0, r = 0, th,0 = 1, a > 2, d ∈ [0, 1]
2: while k ≤ kmax do
3: if r < p then
4: r = r + 1
5: sH,k,0 = IHh yh,k
6: vH,k = IHh ∇ (fh ◦Ah + γhgh ◦Dh) (yh,k)−∇ (fH ◦AH + γHgH ◦DH) (sH,k,0)
7: for ` = 0 . . .m− 1 do
8: sH,k,`+1 = sH,k,` − τH (∇fH ◦AH + γHgH ◦DH) (sH,k,`) + vH,k
9: end for

10: ȳh,k = yh,k + τ̄h,kI
h
H(sH,k,m − sH,k,0),

11: else
12: ȳh,k = yh,k
13: end if
14: xh,k+1 = T

εh,k
i (ȳh,k)

15: th,k+1 =
(
k+a
a

)d
, αh,k =

th,k−1
th,k+1

16: yh,k+1 = xh,k+1 + αh,k(xh,k+1 − xh,k)
17: end while

4. Experimental results. The objective of this section is to illustrate the benefits of the
proposed IML FISTA in various image reconstruction tasks, especially involving large-scale
images. We show that FISTA and IML FISTA both converge to the same solution but IML
FISTA always converges faster, ensuring a good reconstruction in few iterations and thus
providing a method of tremendous interest for large-scale imaging applications. Code and
examples are available here.

4.1. Experimental setting.
Degradation types. We consider two types of image reconstruction problems: a restoration

problem where the linear operator A is a Gaussian blur, and an inpainting problem where
A models the action of random pixel deletion. In both cases, we consider an additive white
Gaussian noise of standard deviation σ.

Minimization problem. At fine level, we consider the state-of-the-art optimization problem
in this context, the minimization of the sum of a quadratic data-fidelity term and a sparsity
prior based on a total variation `1,2-norm:

(4.1) (∀x ∈ RNh), Fh(x) =
1

2
‖Ahx− zh‖22 + λh‖Dhx‖1,2,

with λh > 0. In all the experiments, the regularisation parameter λh was chosen by a grid
search, in order to maximize the SNR of x̂ computed by FISTA at convergence. Finally, we
choose as initialization xh,0 the Wiener filtering of z.

Experiment datasets. We consider two color images of different sizes to evaluate the impact
of the problem’s dimension: “ImageNet Car” the picture of a yellow car of size 512× 512× 3,
taken from the ImageNet dataset, and a picture taken by the James Webb Space Telescope

https://laugaguillaume.github.io
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Figure 3: ImageNet Car ”ILSVRC2012 test 00000164”. Source. Pillars of Creation. Credits:
SCIENCE: NASA, ESA, CSA, STScI (Image processing): Joseph DePasquale (STScI), Alyssa
Pagan (STScI), Anton M. Koekemoer (STScI). Source.

with its Near-Infrared Camera and its Mid-Infrared Instrument of the structure called “Pillars
of Creation” of size 2048 × 2048 × 3 (Figure 3). Pixels values are normalized so that the
maximum value across all channels is 1.

Multilevel structure. For all our experiments we use a 5-levels hierarchy. For “Pillars of
Creation” the first level corresponds to an image of size 2048 × 2048 × 3, and the fifth level
to an image of size 128× 128× 3. Similarly for “ImageNet Car” the first level corresponds to
an image of size 512× 512× 3 and the fifth level to an image of size 32× 32× 3.

The coarse model associated to (4.1) is written as:

(4.2) (∀x ∈ RNH ), FH(x) =
1

2
‖AHx− zH‖22 + λH (γHgH (DHx)) + 〈vH , x〉,

with λH > 0, zH = IHh zh and gH the `1,2-norm applied on the NH components of DHx, as
for the fine level. As the dimension of the problem is reduced by a factor 4 each time we pass
from a level to a coarser one, we choose the value of the regularization parameter λH at a
coarse level as a quarter of the value of the regularization parameter of the immediate upper
level. In practice, this ratio gives the best performance in terms of decrease of the fine level
objective function. The CIT operators were built for every pair of levels with “Symmlet 10”
wavelets corresponding to a filter size of 20 coefficients.

Based on our previous study in [40], we always impose p = 2 coarse corrections (V-cycles)
with m = 5 iterations per level, and always carried out at the beginning of the optimization
process, as this configuration showed to perform well for different levels of degradation. This
appears to be a common setting in the multilevel literature [31,36–38,40,41,47,48]. Increasing
the number of coarse corrections may be occasionally beneficial, while sometimes this makes
the potential gain decrease. Being difficult to know this without solving several times the same
optimization problem, we deem more important to display a configuration that is satisfactory
regardless of the specific problem parameters.

Accuracy of the computation of the proximity operator. Convergence guarantees of the algo-
rithm are directly linked to the decrease of the error introduced by estimating the proximity

https://www.kaggle.com/competitions/imagenet-object-localization-challenge/data
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01GK2KKTR81SGYF24YBGYG7TAP.html
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Figure 4: Deblurring `1,2-TV for the Pillars of Creation image. Objective function (normalized
w.r.t. the initial value) vs CPU time (sec). First column: σ(noise) = 0.01; second column:
σ(noise) = 0.05. First row: dim(PSF) = 20, σ(PSF) = 3.6; second row: dim(PSF) = 40,
σ(PSF) = 7.3.

operator at each iteration. The necessary speed decrease depends on the choice of d (Step
15 in Algorithm 3.1) and on the type of approximation we are using. Indeed, based on the
convergence result derived earlier (Theorem 2.16), going from d = 1 to d = 0 relaxes the speed
decrease. In all cases, a lower error is correlated with a higher computational cost, which is
why some strategies rather use a fixed budget of sub-iterations to compute the proximity
operator [4]. This fixed budget comes at the cost of a limited precision one can obtain on the
estimated solution and may lead to divergence after a large number of iterations.

This problem was notably addressed in [44], where the authors introduced the Speedy
Inexact Proximal-Gradient Strategy (SIP). It is based on a dynamic strategy to update the
number of sub-iterations, increasing it each time two following iterates yield a difference of
objective functions’ values under a fixed tolerance. Since the coarse correction of our algorithm
tends to accentuate the decrease of the objective function between two consecutive iterates,
we fix this tolerance to 0. Each time the criterion is verified, instead of increasing the number
of sub-iterations, we change the stopping criterion in the proximity operator estimation by
reducing the tolerance tol on the relative distance between two consecutive sub-iterates by
a factor 10. This minimization is carried out by FISTA coupled with a warm start strategy
as in [4]. We set the initialization value of tol based on the reconstruction quality of images
in a Total Variation based denoising problem (that is equivalent to one computation of the
associated proximity operator). Thus tol = 10−8 at the start of the optimization process
unless stated otherwise.
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Figure 5: Deblurring `1,2-TV for the Pillars of Creation image. Small crop of the image after 2
iterations and after 50 iterations for FISTA (top row) and IML FISTA (bottom row) compared
to the original (x) and degraded (z) images.
First column: σ(noise) = 0.01; second column: σ(noise) = 0.05. First row: dim(PSF) = 20,
σ(PSF) = 3.6; second row: dim(PSF) = 40, σ(PSF) = 7.3.

4.2. IML FISTA results on image restoration: deblurring. To get a full picture of the
performance of IML FISTA, we compare it to standard FISTA in four scenarios, corresponding
to four different combinations of the size of the Gaussian blur PSF and of the value of the
standard deviation σ(noise) of the Gaussian noise. These four scenarios are described in
Table 1. In each of the following figures, the order of the four plots reflects the scenarios
reported in this table. For each of these four scenarios we tested two regularizations: `1,2-
TV and `1,2-NLTV. Because the relative behaviour of IML FISTA with respect to FISTA is
similar for the two regularizations, for the sake of conciseness, we only report here the results
obtained with the `1,2-TV prior.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 provide a first set of results for the 2048× 2048 Pillars of Creation
image. We can see that in all cases, the decreasing of the objective function of IML FISTA is
faster than that of FISTA. Given the cost of estimating proximity operators for TV and NLTV
based regularizations, the computational overhead of a multilevel step is almost negligible, as
we expected (cf. Figure 4 and Remark 3.8). Thus, the two low cost coarse corrections are
sufficient for our algorithm to gain an advantage that FISTA cannot recover without decreasing
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Blur \ Noise σ(noise) = 0.01 σ(noise) = 0.05

dim(PSF) = 20, σ(PSF) = 3.6 low blur, low noise low blur, high noise

dim(PSF) = 40, σ(PSF) = 7.3 high blur, low noise high blur, high noise

Table 1: Four scenarios of Gaussian blur degradation with additive Gaussian noise.

the tolerance on the computation of the proximity operator. As a result, this would entail
higher computation time at each iteration as the error must decrease with the number of
iterations to converge. Most interestingly, if we compare the methods at the very early stages
of the optimization process, after the same number of iterations, IML FISTA reaches a much
lower value for the objective function, leading to a much better reconstruction. The difference
is particularly striking after 2 iterations (Figure 5).

One can also notice that increasing the noise (and thus increasing the value of regular-
ization term λ) degrades the relative performance of our algorithm compared to FISTA. This
behaviour was observed in the exact proximal case (with wavelet based regularization [40])
albeit it is far less pronounced here. Similarly, increasing the blur size improves the relative
performances of IML FISTA, just like in the exact case.

We stress that the potential of multilevel strategies, especially for high levels of degra-
dations (i.e., blurring and noise), is particularly evident for large scale images: on smaller
problems the overhead introduced by the method may overcome the gain obtained in passing
to lower resolutions. This is evident when looking at the results obtained in the same degra-
dation context for the Yellow Car image of size 512× 512× 3. We reproduce in Figure 6 the
evolution of the objective function when the regularization is the `1,2-TV norm. As one can
see, the relative performances of IML FISTA compared to those of FISTA are less impressive
than in the case of the Pillars of Creation image.

4.3. IML FISTA results on image inpainting. Here again, we consider four scenarios
based on two variables: the percentage of missing pixels and the standard deviation of the
Gaussian noise σ(noise). These four scenarios are specified in Table 2. For each of these four

Inpainting \ Noise σ(noise) = 0.01 σ(noise) = 0.05

missing pixels 50% low inpainting, low noise low inpainting, high noise

missing pixels 90% high inpainting, low noise high inpainting, high noise

Table 2: Four scenarios of inpainting degradation with additive Gaussian noise.

scenarios we tested two regularizations: `1,2-TV and `1,2-NLTV. In this case we only report
the results obtained with the `1,2-NLTV prior.

Again, in all cases, the objective function decreases faster with IML FISTA than with
FISTA, proving that the computational cost of multilevel steps is almost negligible. The two
performed coarse corrections bring a considerable advantage to the minimization achieved
with IML FISTA (Figure 7). Comparing the two methods after only two iterations of IML
FISTA and of FISTA, is particularly convincing as we can observe it in Figure 8. Moreover,
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Figure 6: Deblurring `1,2-TV for the Yellow Car image. Objective function (normalized
with initialization value) vs CPU time (sec). First column: σ(noise) = 0.01; second column:
σ(noise) = 0.05. First row: dim(PSF) = 20, σ(PSF) = 3.6; second row: dim(PSF) = 40,
σ(PSF) = 7.3.
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Figure 7: Inpainting `1,2-NLTV for the Pillars of Creation image. Objective function (nor-
malized with initialization value) vs CPU time (sec). First column: σ(noise) = 0.01; second
column: σ(noise) = 0.05. First row: missing pixels 50%; second row: missing pixels 90%.
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Figure 8: Inpainting `1,2-NLTV for the Pillars of Creation image. Small crop of the image
at 2 iterations and after 50 iterations for FISTA (top row) and IML FISTA (bottom row)
compared to the original (X) and degraded (Z) images.
First column: σ(noise) = 0.01; second column: σ(noise) = 0.05. First row: missing pixels
50%; second row: missing pixels 90%.

as it was already the case for the deblurring task, IML FISTA outperforms FISTA in terms
of convergence speed, specifically when the original image is heavily corrupted.

As for the deblurring task, we display the results under the same degradation contexts
(i.e., inpainting and noise) for the Yellow Car image. We reproduce in Figure 9 the evolution
of the objective function when the regularization is the `1,2-NLTV norm. In contrast to the
deblurring case, IML FISTA still performs better than FISTA for an inpainting task on a
relatively small image size. This suggests that the dependency of IML FISTA’s performances
to the problem dimension is clearly linked to the degradation context.

4.4. Impact of the information transfer operators. In this section we investigate the
influence of the choice of the CIT on the performance of our multilevel algorithm.

From the experiments of the previous section, we claim that the performances result
from the combination of a faithful coarse minimization and a good design of the information
transfer operators. This latters should allow to capture information over wider regions than
what is typically done in multilevel optimization [37, 45, 47] where the filter used to generate
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Figure 9: Inpainting `1,2-NLTV for the Yellow Car image. Objective function (normalized
with initialization value) vs CPU time (sec). First column: σ(noise) = 0.01; second column:
σ(noise) = 0.05. First row: missing pixels 50%; second row: missing pixels 90%.

the information transfer operators is of a rather small size.
To test this hypothesis we compare the CIT built using the “Haar” wavelet (filter size equal

to 2), the “Daubechies 20” wavelet (filter size equal to 20), and the “Symmlet 10” wavelet. The
last two have the same quadrature mirror filter length. For deblurring problems, no significant
difference was observed between these three CITs. The influence was more noticeable for
inpainting problems, and the results are displayed in Figure 10. The principal factor seems to
be the length of the filter, this is not surprising since it determines the domain extension over
which pixels are aggregated. Nonetheless, even with the Haar wavelet, IML FISTA reaches
lower objective function values faster than FISTA, meaning that the use of coarse models is
beneficial to the optimization regardless of the wavelet-based CIT chosen.

5. Conclusion. We have proposed a convergent inexact multilevel FISTA method for
image restoration able to handle state-of-the-art regularizations in this context. The proposed
algorithm has theoretical convergence guarantees that are comparable to those obtained with
leading algorithms in the field. From a practical point of view, our method shows very good
performance on a wide range of degradation configurations and reaches good approximations
of the optimal solution in a much smaller CPU time than FISTA, on large size problems. It
also allows to deal with non differentiable functions whose proximity operator is not available
under closed form, making the procedure applicable to a broad set of problems.

Among its many advantages, IML FISTA provides good quality reconstructions faster
than FISTA. This opens up a great opportunity to deal with problems of large dimension,
especially when limited computational resources prevent convergence from being achieved in
a systematic way.In addition, this accelerated coarse approximation could play an impor-
tant role in applications where image reconstruction is only a pre-processing task for a more
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Figure 10: Inpainting `1,2-NLTV for the Pillars of Creation image. σ(noise) = 0.01, missing
pixels 50%. Comparison of objective function for three information transfer operators: “Haar”,
“Daubechies 20” and “Symmlet 10”.

comprehensive treatment.
The main challenge for future work is to provide a better understanding of the link between

the coarse and the fine level optimization. If the effect of coarse iterations and their impact on
the different frequency components of the error is well studied for partial differential equations,
much remains to be understood for proximal multilevel methods and specifically in the context
of image restoration. For instance, it is yet not clear which is the best way of constructing
lower level models, which deeply influences the performance of the method but depends on
the problem at hand [40], or what are the conditions that make the coarse optimization useful
for the general problem. One of the factors identified in this article is the nature and the
intensity of the degradation : more degradation means better performance for IML FISTA
compared to FISTA, while lower signal-to-noise ratio may worsen the results.
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